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This research was aimed at contributing to the effort of narrowing down the knowledge gap that exists in Ethiopia regarding postmodernism as an avant-garde style in literary studies. The core objective of the study was to identify the major stylistic features of postmodernism in the selected Amharic novel ኢሄን ታሉጉ/የኣዝ እሎጅ (Elan Filega/Ye’azo Collej) which was used as a primary source of data. The design of research is descriptive. Important excerpts for the analysis were identified from the novel through a Close Reading technique and were transcribed into English using The Communicative Approach. The data used as textual evidences were identified after a critical reading based on the knowledge of postmodernism obtained from the literature review where by the postmodernist Literary Theory Frames were employed during the progress of data identification and coding. The method for data analysis was qualitative. All the concepts raised and analyzed and all the judgments made are supported by clearly stated textual evidences from the novel so that the research findings will be reliable. The study has shown that the novel is rich in features of postmodernist literature like fabulation, parody, radical plurality, intertextuality, magic realism, fragmentation, playfulness, and postmodern allegory.
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INTRODUCTION

Analyzing literatures from the perspective of new trends like postmodernism has been a common experience especially in the western world since the 1960s. However, such practice has not been there till very recently in many other part of the world amongst which Ethiopia could be one. Postmodernism as pertinent trend for critical studies of literature in Ethiopia has not been considered primarily because most of the literatures which have been produced by the Ethiopian writers were not pertinent to this avant-garde, and the focus by many of the Ethiopian colleges and universities remained on traditional approaches. But recently, there started to appear writers like Adam Reta and O’Tam Pulto whose works identified to be appropriate for postmodernist critical study. As far as my acquaintance is concerned, O’Tam Pulto has published two novels titled Elan Filega/Ye’azo Collej (2014) and Yesisaye Lijoch/Kekrosna Kentros (2015). Thus, the current study dealt with identifying the common features of Elan Filega/Yeazo Collej. The motive behind this study was the fact that applying postmodernism to
vernacular literatures in Ethiopia has been done sufficiently. This is a descriptive research where postmodernism is used as an approach for the qualitative analysis.

The first part of this study presents some background points or review of literatures related to postmodernism in literature, the specific questions answered by the study, and the methodology of the study. The second part deals with presentations of the features of postmodernism in the selected novel and conclusions derived from the analyses. In this part, O’Tam Pulto’s novel is identified to be rich in fabulation which is the first important feature of postmodernist literature employed in the novel. Fabulation is considered as the use of fantastical elements like magic, myth, dream and hallucinations being overlapped with reality. It is a rejection of realism which embraces the notion that literature is a created work and not bound by traditional notions of mimesis and verisimilitude (Grenz, 1996).

The overlap of dream and reality in the novel comes into scene when Kusee (the central character) plans to destroy the crocodile college, purchases bombs, destroys half of the college along himself, appears in the paraduheta where things were not different to what he knew before, and realizes that he was partly unconscious/or was dreaming. In that case, the desired work was done successfully, but after that, we realize it was in his half-consciousness. The intervention of the narrator that tells us that kusee was in half consciousness which has a value of making the scenario partly unrealistic. The reader has no alternative than making the storyline as an actual part of the narrative though it is later identified to be Kusee’s dreams.

Intertextuality was a further feature of postmodernism literature that was employed in the current novel. In postmodernist literature it is assumed that literatures develop as a system of referentiality, a heterogenous and polysemic network of references, citations, quotations and influences. A literary work is not considered as independently existing self-sufficient whole (Worton and Still, 1990). And such assumption appeared to work in the current novel as the novel appeared to be a recreation of the folklores of Konso, Gamo and the Holy Bible. Indications for the intertextuality nature of the novel are the facts that Kusee’s failure in the novel is paralleled with the python’s failure in the folktale of Gamo; the spirit Ela and the imaginary land paraduheta are based on the traditional religious folklores of the Konso; Lake Abaya and Chamo are parodies for the blood of God and other aspects alluded from the Holy Bible. Also, playfulness and postmodern allegory have been among the features of postmodernism in the novel Elan Fliega/Ye’a zo Collej

LITERATURE REVIEW

Postmodernism is a body of thought or a set of ideas, one that has become popular around 1940s and emerged as a trend of academic study since the 1970s and 1980s. It is a concept that appears in a wide variety of disciplines or areas of study, including art, architecture, music, film, literature, sociology, communications, and fashion among others. It would really be fine to begin with answering the question what we really mean by postmodernism even if this is naturally difficult because of the wide range of definitions that have been proposed by various theorists. Linda Hutcheon, for instance, proposes that “postmodernism ... in general terms ... takes the form of self-conscious, self-contradictory, self-underscoring statement” (Hutcheon, 1989).

Whilst Waugh (1984) sees it as “the latest version of a long-standing attempt to address social and political issues through an aestheticised view of the world, though it may be more thoroughly aestheticising than any previous body of thought”. Lyotard (1984) defines it as “Simplifying to the extreme, I define postmodernism as incredulity towards metanarratives”. Lyotard (1984) statement has a wide range of implications in it in terms of novelistic techniques. Metanarratives are what he calls “the apparatus of legitimation”. They can be viewed as the overarching constructs which regulate the production of narratives by providing a set of rules for their formulation. Metanarratives govern not only fictional tales but also modes of understanding concepts such as religion, state, and fundamental notions of right and wrong. They are the means by which social institutions legitimize themselves, setting up paradigms against which the production of knowledge is measured for acceptability.

Postmodernism does not accept any limitations or hierarchy looking from the neutral point of view. As Lechte (1994) puts, postmodern does not stand by a common language, the category of single values, phenomena explaining everything, and those concepts as God, Absolute, Logos, and Truth in philosophical meaning. This brings the loss of the meaning centre creating dialogue such kind of theme is polysemantic, and has endless interpretational opportunities. The source of the additional information is not the author, but more importantly is the way it is expressed. Among the basic features of postmodernism, seeking more true from the truth, rejecting the previous or conventionally existing status of truth and assuming truth as correspondence are worth mentioning. The lack of transcendent truth does not mean the lack of the truth category according to the appropriate procedure which welcomes our demands, now the truth is accepted as the general agreement and solidarity. Instead of the previous statement of knowing the exact reason, the term trace appears in this sense.

Postmodernism in art, like modernism, follows most of the same ideas in modernism like rejecting boundaries between high and low forms of art, rejecting rigid genre distinctions, emphasizing pastiche, parody, bricolage, irony, and playfulness. Postmodern art favors reflexivity and self-consciousness, fragmentation and discontinuity
especially in narrative structures, ambiguity, simultaneity, and an emphasis on the destructured, decentered and dehumanized subject. But Malak (2012) asserts that postmodernism seems very much like modernism in the features indicated earlier though it differs from modernism in its attitude toward a lot of these trends. Modernism, for example, tends to present a fragmented view of human subjectivity and history, but presents that fragmentation as something tragic, something to be lamented and mourned as a loss. Many modernist works try to uphold the idea that works of art can provide the unity, coherence, and meaning which has been lost in most of modern life; art will do what other human institutions fail to do. Postmodernism, in contrast, doesn't lament the idea of fragmentation, provisionality, or incoherence, but rather celebrates that. The world is meaningless. Let's not pretend that art can make meaning then, let's just play with nonsense! The lack of transcendent truth in postmodernism, however, does not mean the lack of the truth category according to the appropriate procedure which welcomes our demands instead now the truth is accepted as the general agreement and solidarity.

The novel, as a literary genre, in the western world has been subjected to its own metanarratives, understood as a set of standards in terms of which readers, and especially critics, understand what constitutes a novel, and whether or not it is good. These include categories such as realist, romantic, naturalist, modernist and surrealist, each school of thought regarding its own approach as the best way to write, or as the most accurate representation of everyday experience. The defining qualities of literature, and consequently the works which are considered such, have varied according to the schools of criticism in the dominance. These schools then select such works for the canon as the most accessible to their form of analysis ... certain sorts of writing rather better demonstrate the insights available to any particular methodology (Potter, 1996).

Quite on the contrary, the postmodern novel can be understood as a form of resistance to such categories, a break from the exclusive compartmentalization of narratives. Lyotard (1984) writes:

"Postmodern knowledge is not ... a tool of the authorities; it refrains our sensitivity to differences and refines our ability to tolerate the incommensurable. Its principle is not the expert’s homology, but the inventor’s paralogy".

This implies a creative environment where anything goes, in which no one voice may be regarded as inherently superior or right. Original invention insofar as postmodernism believes it to be at all possible is not frowned upon, but welcomed. Thus, space is created for a break: from novelistic tradition, from the metanarratives which control the creation of novels, and from the traditional ideas which novels have expressed under the control of traditional metanarratives.

Works that are cognizant of the postmodern philosophy started to appear in the western literary landscape since 1940s, and became prevailing in the 1960s. A lot of literary works that have been considered influentially postmodern have been identified for example Catch 22 (1961) by Joseph Heller, The Crying of Lot 49 (1966) by Thomas Pynchon, Slaughterhouse Five (1969) by Kurt Vonnegut, Lost in the Funhouse (1968) by John Barth etc. And most of the literary works have employed the postmodernism notions like fragmentation in form, playfulness in language use and presentations of the subject matter, pastiche, metafiction, paranoia, magical realism among others (McCaffery, 1986). But when we come to Ethiopia, we have only a few writers like O’Tam Pulto whose works appeared to be postmodern.

The study rationale

Even if the tradition of putting into practice the aesthetic features of postmodernism in the production and critical studies of literature in the west has been there at a wide range for decades, works that are related to postmodernism notions and researches that have been undergone in the areas of postmodernism appear scanty. As Endalkachew Hailu (senior lecturer and researcher of literature), suggests Adam Reta’s recent novels like Menged yiwesdal menged yimesal, Alengana misir, Kesemay yewerede firfir, etc. and O’Tam Pulto’s novels can be considered as postmodernist works. That is primarily because of the fragmentations in their narrative developments; for instance, Adam Reta’s novels can be read both as a single literary piece or independent short narratives which is one of the characteristic features of a postmodernist fiction. (Endalkachew, H., personal communication, August 24, 2013). O’Tam Pulto’s novels Elan Filega/Ye’azo Collej which the researcher has delved into currently are quite appropriate to be studied from the perspectives of postmodernism. Based on the precursor reading, the novel was appeared to be odd in its subject matter, narrative development, language use etc. And the novel has not been studied by anyone before. Therefore, the researcher has put forward the following research questions.

1. What are the prevailing features of postmodernist literature employed in the novel?
2. Does the novel employ fabulation, parody and paranoia?
3. Does the novel show any intertextuality feature?
4. What do those features imply to the underlying principles of postmodernism?

Objectives of the study

The general objective of the study was to identify the major features of postmodernism in the selected novels. And this study has got the following specific objectives as
well.

1. To describe the application of fabulation, parody and paranoia
2. To discover the intertextuality features of the novel
3. To discover the possible implications of the features to the principle of postmodernism

**METHODOLOGY**

This is a descriptive research. The core issue in this study is identifying and describing those features of postmodernism in the selected literature making reference to those theories in postmodernism. Postmodernism as a viewpoint was selected because the novel is more appropriate to this approach. The primary source of data for this particular study was the novel Elan Filega/Ye’azo Collej, and the critical theory that was applied was postmodernism.

Convenience sampling technique was used for selecting the novel. That means, Elan Filega/Ye’azo Collej was one of the few existing unstudied literary pieces that could be approached from the viewpoint of postmodernism. To extract data from the novel, close reading technique was used. The researcher has read the text closely and identified the important concepts for the analysis bearing in mind the important notions of postmodernism in literature. In addition to that, several books on postmodernism were referred to as a secondary source and used for theoretical framework.

Data analysis was entirely qualitative, which means the researcher described and interpreted the concepts by using words rather than figures. For translating the extracts from Amharic to English, Communicative Approach of Translation was used.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Synopsis of the novel**

Elan Filega/Ye’azo Collej is the story of a desert man called Kusee. Kusee is initially from Konso who left his village for Arba Minch desert being frustrated by the death of his wife. His wife, Kuyee is killed by an enemy and Kusee kills the foe in counterattack. He is imprisoned for eight years and chooses to reside in the Arba Minch desert. In the desert he joins a group of fisher men.

At the fishing encampment, he finds a stem of big tree that lies between the joint of Abaya and Chamo lakes and makes it his home instead of the rest who work and sleep together making a shared effort and cover in the forest. Kusee becomes alien to the group not only because he sleeps alone on the big stem but also he declines to use their method of fishing. Instead of catching with the fishnet and the hook, he invents his own way of fishing called gichit (literally means crash or collision.) By gichit Kusee means catching the fish by the means of getting crashed with the fish that comes through the waterfall and hugging the fish. Kusee thinks that fishing with the net or the hook is killing the fish which he considers abnormal, and prefers fishing by gichit which he assumes to be the right way to catch the fish that can be a sacred gift for his wife Kuyee, who currently lives in the Paraduheta (in the traditional theology of the Konso, an underworld of truth where the shadow-body of the deceased will go and continues to live a life similar to the one had on earth).

Kusee also starts searching for Ela (the spirit of the traditional Konso beliefs) but comes across a new water spirit in the forest. And also he realizes that man has made a crocodile college and is producing crocodiles that are artificial, intertwined with the evil characters of man and trained to attack the fishermen which Kusee plans to bomb before he joins his wife in the paraduheta. In fact, this is what my reading reveals. There is no clear way to tell correctly that the story begins here and ends as it is so fragmented in the narrative progress, intermingles reality with dreams, myths, magical elements, and self-contradictory in subject matter moral stands etc.

**Fabulation**

It is possible to suggest that the predominant feature of postmodernism used in Elan Filega/Ye’azo Collej is fabulation. Fabulation is understood here as a rejection of realism which embraces the notion that literature is a created work that needs not necessarily be bound by the notions of mimesis. In postmodern literature, it is mainly manifested through the use of fantastical elements like magic, myth, dream and hallucinations being overlapped with reality. The current novel of O’Tam’s is preoccupied with dreams and some magical incidents which are pointed out below.

One of the recurrent features in the novel is the intermingling of dreams and real stories. The problematization appears evident and seems utilized on purpose as the narrator in the very beginning of the novel suggests that dream is a portion of reality out of which the following is extracted:

"Dream has a share in reality. Dream has an inheritance in life. The one that washes you during dream would cleanse you when you are awake too. We may forget her whispering, dripping, and sanitizing. But it is true. She that washes you in the dream will also purify you while you are awakened. As they say, if dream is worthless, how is she made? (O’Tam, 2012:21)."

In fact, when we talk about fabulation -- the overlap of reality and dream incidents, we don’t normally expect the character to go to bed, which might be the case if we understand dream conventionally. Here, on the other
hand, it is a sort of pause and intervention in the process of the actual story. Dreams are considered as part of the story— not dreams within the story. That's what O'Tam's novel seems to stress. In the novel for instance, Kusee has a firm stand against the production of crocodiles artifically and for that matter plans to destroy the college in which the crocodiles are reserved. To Kusee, successfully accomplishing this mission is refreshing to the welfare of the environment and if he does so before his death, it will be one of the revered gifts he can present to his wife currently in the paraduheta. After he bombs the crocodile college, he himself will be bombed jointly and wakes into the new stage of life in the paraduheta.

Kusee stresses that he has no intention to kill the crocodiles. But his problem is with the college owners. He believes that man is wicked and the crocodiles under the custody of man must become evil. They identify the taste of human flesh and attack human beings categorically, as a result of that Kusee plans to sack the crocodiles. As partly marked in the next extract, Kusee purchases two bombs and suggests upon their inadequacy in this manner:

"...his half-conscious plan reads:"

He designed a sort of small plan. He decided to unlock the rings of the two bombs before he threw the first bomb on the crowd crocodile. That's perhaps in order to avoid a possible threat that may come as a result of emit from the first explosion. One is for the crocodiles in the middle. And the other one for himself and for those crocodiles around him if it explodes before he moves from his position. Nevertheless, he won't throw the second. It will explode on his hand. It is good if his flesh is cut into pieces so that his identity won't be recognized" (O'Tam, 2012).

Subsequently, being in same condition of mental state Kusee opens the stuff and prays and calls upon his wife "I'm coming." Then he opens the bombs and checked them turn by turn. Again he talks to his wife over the child he remembered and he tells Kusee that it was good if he would send off his child. "..." (O'Tam, 2012:66). Then he thought to rush to the action before getting broken up by potential ideas that might come to his mind. The very last incident of his task appears as follows.

Nearby there are not many crocodiles. As he gets down, he runs toward the centre. The bomb explodes on his hand. He explodes it. The crocodile flung to a great extent and lay upon him. "Did it gulp me down? " What about the bomb?..."

He did not hear the second blast. But he felt that his whole body was occupied by an immense glow. "Eh! Is that what death is?" He said. "Ah, the bomb that kills right away gives no pain!" (O'Tam, 2012).

Thenceforward, he saw the world around him that was similar with the one he had been in. He wondered if the new world was newer one but it was not. He was surprised and posed questions. There is also another similar feature. In this case, Kusee being in the state of sub-conscious hears the sound of ela, and questions whether it is ela that circulates in his life. He came across a man named Asire and sees the image of his wife in him, something which makes the scenario further than what we try to perceive as a fact out of the world. That is briefly depicted in the following way.

"..." (O'Tam, 2012:67).
week. Thenceafter, his Kuyee returned (O’Tam, 2012:67).

In the case that Kusee suspects ela and Asire are with him and his deceased wife revisiting him, we can identify it as hallucination. But his attempt to tell apart whether that sort of things are taking place falsely because the desert made him a dreamer or not takes the situation partly to overlap with reality- hence that brings about the concept of fabulation here. Reason is the ultimate judge of what is true, and therefore of what is right, and what is good (what is legal and what is ethical). Freedom consists of obedience to the laws that conform to the knowledge discovered by reason.

Postmodern literature often formally expresses and thematizes, that it is a manipulation through the overlapping of the fact and fiction, reality and fantasy. In difference from this vision of the world, postmodern literature emphasizes: radical plurality and relativism which is associated with distrust to the possibility of reason to understand and explain the world either objectively or subjectively which O’Tam seems to call attention to in his novel through the interaction of Kusee with the spiritual being ela, Kuyee, Guyoo, Asire so forth. Kusee did accomplish most of his deeds, which he had planned being conscious, in his semi-consciousness which one can partly call dreams. That problematizes the attempt to logically approach what has been taken place essentially because the narrator tells us that significant part of the major events the central character had suffered took place while the major character was not awake.

**Intertextuality**

Intertextuality is a creative transformation of the referred texts in different linguistic and cultural context. O’Tam Pulto’s novel in part appears to be a recreation of the folklore of Konso, Gamo and the Holy Bible which is prompted in the discussion next. Let me begin with the discussion of the main character’s recontextualization of one of the folktales of the Gamo people. Kusee compares his failure with that of a python in a folktale. Kusee was trying to help his friend, who has recently been arrested by the scouts of the park, for taking the fish his friend had caught before he was arrested to his friend’s innocent children that were at home. And he assumed that there was nobody waiting for who might snatch what he was carrying and arrest him, too. But he later realized that he came to view with the scouts and compare his failure with the failure the python suffers in one of the Gamo folklore. In the original folktale, which is to be presented next, there was a python that assumed everything was okay simply because its stomach was full and later the python realized that it had made a great mistake. A recontextualized version of the tale reads like the following:

“They say, once there was a serious drought. There was famine. All the animals were dead. Those that lengthened their lives were group of scavengers like the hyena and the vulture. The python, too, left its bragging and started to swallow the carrion though he doesn’t have wings as well, does it? It doesn’t have feet, does it? How would it undergo such a long challenging road and fill its stomach? When it thought over, it? How would it undergo such a long challenging road and fill its stomach? When it thought over, how would that be possible since all the roads were entered in its stomach? Blaming the python’s mouth and belly’ and started to get the entire road and fill its stomach? When it thought over, how would that be possible since all the roads were entered in its stomach? Blaming the python’s mouth and belly’ and started to get the entire road and fill its stomach? When it thought over, how would that be possible since all the roads were entered in its stomach?”

Kusee recontextualizes his failure with the failure the python has undergone in the earlier mentioned folktale and we can consider that the writer has employed a direct reference technique of intertextuality to the existing folklore. In the next discussion we will be looking at another feature of intertextuality which is called parody. In this case, the reference is the Holy Bible and the way or technique of reference is comic imitation of the text referred. The hypothetical figure, who Kusee thinks is Jesus, who tells Kusee the reason behind the existence of Chamo, Abaya, and the Forty Springs.

*O’Tam, 2012:175*
"Jesus said, The evening I was crucified at the Golgotha, my killers were hurried to entomb me before it was Sunday. To check if I was dead or not, they pierced my chest with a spear. Water from my right side and blood from my left came forth and poured. Then, it is written for evidence that Abaya for the forty days and night execution I have undergone in the desert, for word of mark for the forty days and night execution I have undergone. Then, it is written for evidence that Abaya for the forty springs emerge for you for it be a sign of me which is the bridge between my blood (Abaya) and the waters of life (Chamo) that came down from the sky. ... For its purity and sanctity it is called nech (white). In the Nech Sar all the birds, animals and humans live together peacefully and she is a symbol for the New Jerusalem that will come down in the end of the time- a symbol for the kingdom of God (O'Tam, 2012:180-181).

The discussion that follows as well takes us further to another context in the text where the narrative is referred to the traditional theology of the Konso people. In the traditional theology of the Konso Moha or Waqa, God is believed to exist both in feminine and masculine characters. And in the current novel we come across the main character presenting his prayer to the God that is female as follows:

"This, too, is yours; help me. You the divinely Mother, please help me (O'Tam, 2012:39).

A similar scenario can be found in the imagined character of Kuyee. Kuyee, which literally means ‘day’ in konso, and the name given to a female child that is born during the day time is considered as lucky as there is the belief that ‘day’ or ‘light’ is associated with the Moha or Waqa in the traditional theology of the Konso. And in O'Tam’s current novel, the portrayal of the character Kuyee could be considered as allusion to the traditional theology. This can be witnessed in the main character’s consideration of his wife, Kuyee, as his way and light. Kusee thinks that she leads him during his stay in the desert and welcomes him in the paraduheta after he dies and goes there. The following extract may give us more elaboration on the issue.

"She is with him all the time. She is with him during his delight and sorrow as well. Though his soul refuses to near her when it is contaminated, she is with him surrounding him like the day light and the night dark. But his Kuyee is not the darkness: his kuyee is the light forever. If there is dark, it is the one that emerges from his heart, not from hers. He knows that (O'Tam, 2012:15).

From this it is possible to assume that the author had in mind the concept Kuyee in the traditional folklore of the Konso people before he came to shape the character
Kuyee in the current novel. Overall, with regard to intertextuality, O’Tam tried to show us that the work cannot emerge by its author from vacuum as a religious person may believe that the universe could have been by the creator or God. The work being referred to the existing folklores, and the scripture implies that a literary work or text is not a self defined entity—which is one of the central mottos of postmodernism in literature. I for that matter briefly described where the work has potentially been referred to that in the form of direct referencing or just copying the tradition folklores into the story and making some sort of relation like in the case of the tale about the python and Kusee’s failure to escape the scouts. And in the form of parody of the Holy Bible—which was the case in the recontextualized portrayals of the Forty Springs, Abaya and Chamo lakes, God’s Brige and so forth.

Lastly, the portrayal of the character Kuyee as a light that leads Kusee for ever is considered as a reference to the traditional folklore of Konso where the first female child that is born during the day time is named as ‘Kuyee’ which means ‘day’ and has got to connote bright future or good luck. The implications of the novel being referred to the beliefs of the Konso, to the notions of postmodernism, is the fact that in postmodernist thought literature is not something that reveals itself in vacuum solely from the mind of the author. It implies the claim that literature emerges from the social, political and historical conditions the writer has been in and the other books or stories the writer has been familiar with. For a postmodernist critic a great work of literature is the result of all these conditions, not a brilliant author in a vacuum who is supposed to create it as assumed traditionally. In the next part of this analysis I will briefly present a discussion on some of the ways in which the work appears to challenge the traditional view of seriousness or a sharp moral stand or an inclination towards objectivity of the literary work, or shortly the radical plurality of the work.

**Radical plurality**

Radical plurality is meant here distrust to a unifying concept of truth or moral stand. In Elan Fileaga/ Ye’azo Collej there are some points that bring this concept to light. One of these is evident in the Kusee’s views towards the death of his wife which are only provisional. We see him initially shocked and frustrated by the death of his wife unto the extent that he murdered the one that killed his wife, that he left his community, and made a living in the Arba Minch desert as the subsequent extract briefly describes.

“Brutality has snatched his wife. He tried to pay it back viciously. That gave his youthhood for prison. He understood that his lifted hope of younghood was demolished. When he was freed from jail, Abaya and Chamo welcomed him” (O’Tam, 2012:76)

Nevertheless, Kusee after he came closer to the forests, mountains, wild lives and after he appreciated the nature deeply and realized that he was able to communicate with the fishes, forests, mountains, and the winds, he questioned the stand he had clung in with regard to the loss of his spouse. He came to perceive that paraduheta itself was there in the forest and Kuyee, too, were living there along him. Due to that, her death has come to be considered by Kusee as good as it caused the making of this unique way of life. For instance, in the following extract Kusee comes across a spirit that tells him how the death of his wife was fine and Kusee appears to conform. O’Tam, 2012:76)

“Does it surprise you if I tell you that you have recognized that how much you love her after her death? You have known the taste of her love after you lost it. It is her death that opened your eyes; that showed you the very holiness of her love: that revealed to you how much pure her soul was. Didn’t you think that she was attracted by your funniness, personality, and shrewdness and came to you? Didn’t you think that you could persuade any girl? Her death is sacrificed for your personality that was inanely enormous-- it liberated you from egocentricity. You are not that much strong enough indeed! You feared to admit this straight forward reality. Are you turning way your face from you or Kuyee? Let me tell you; you have liked her death. .. Hm! You have thanked her killers, too, in secret” (O’Tam, 2012:102).

Afterwards, Kusee comes to admit that the speaker was not wrong. He implies his acceptance of that reality as he did not challenge what he has been told and instead started to sing one of the traditional ecstasy songs of Dorze like the following:

“Does it surprise you if I tell you that you have recognized that how much you love her after her death? You have known the taste of her love after you lost it. It is her death that opened your eyes; that showed you the very holiness of her love: that revealed to you how much pure her soul was. Didn’t you think that she was attracted by your funniness, personality, and shrewdness and came to you? Didn’t you think that you could persuade any girl? Her death is sacrificed for your personality that was inanely enormous-- it liberated you from egocentricity. You are not that much strong enough indeed! You feared to admit this straight forward reality. Are you turning way your face from you or Kuyee? Let me tell you; you have liked her death. .. Hm! You have thanked her killers, too, in secret” (O’Tam, 2012:102).
greatly wona wona lome haya! (chorus of one of the traditional songs of Gamo).

This problematizes the moral stand that could be held regarding the killer of Kusee’s wife here, instead of bad act, the death of Kuyee is considered as good as it caused kusee to led a sort of unique way of life he wouldn’t have been otherwise. This restates another proposition held by the text that the end of each day begets the beginning of the other as is put in the next extract:

“... (261) “How Kusee failed to see that the new day is born in the day that is dead, that the last day is the first day?” (261).

This asserts that whether an incident is good or bad it has to be considered not as a loss but simply part of the play. Another point worth mentioning with regard to radical plurality in O’Tam’s Elan Filega/ Ye’azo Coljej is the reaprehension of Kusee that ela, which was killed and lost owing to several factors like the new knowledge and experience adapted by the Konsno people, new attempts of the society to be logical thereby overlooking the roles of the clan leaders who were leading the society by the help of their spirits than logic, so forth. From the following extract, for example, we learn that ela is lost because the traditional beliefs and tales of the people are lost.

Kusee got upset due to his inability to find ela and finally cries “Give our satans back!!! … Give our poverty back!!! … Give our illiteracy back!!!” Here, the Satans, poverty and illiteracy Kusee needs back could be considered as a lust for local and indigenous way of life than what the words might mean literally. It equates such words of Kusee with a popular saying that goes: “The Satan that you know is better than the the Angel that you do not know. Nevertheless, later Kusee’s lasting seemed to come true as he realized that he was in the Sermele River which, he observed, was full of life, spirits, that are instilled on its carcass. His cries "Give our satans back!!! …" (O'Tam, 2012:201)

"He used to love his land of the Konso. He tells a lot of tales about her. He sings many songs for her. He celebrates many holidays for her. He worships many rites for her. But there is no such sort of thing here. He could not find that when he returned to the land of Konso. The forces that were committed to do so are successful. They left the spirit of ela killed. They implanted an obelisk of cement on its carcass. His search for Ela, too, left the spirit of ela killed. It instilled pillars of reason and intelligibility on its corpse, and songs of the Konso on their land. The clan ancestors now are not as revered and feared as before. The tales of the Konso rarely circulate in the minds and deeds of the village children. They are forgotten. Can the land that forgot its tales be a land anymore? His community is not his. He does not know her now! (O’Tam, 2012:201)
the novel. Radical plurality occurs here because the search for the traditional beliefs of the Konso (Ela) by Kusee is unsuccessful as traditional beliefs of the Konso had been replaced by ways of thinking, belief, values, and attitudes that are alien to the community. And as an alternative, Kusee discovers the spirits of the wild in the Sermele River in which he finds that ela is living. For that matter, the moral stand one undergoes with regard to the loss of ela becomes plural than a sharp disillusionment as there is a sign of hope to sustain ela though in different size and shape. These could be considered as good implications for the postmodern thought in the novel that our language is too imprecise, our senses too limited and deceptive to ever absolutely describe reality that whatever we think or decide could be contingent or true only under ceratin circumstances. Or our sensitivity of reality is unstable.

The features earlier mentioned imply that in postmodernism there is no a clear objective view point or moral stand we rely on, so that we will exactly know what is true or false or right or wrong. For example we have learned from the character Kusee that death is a great loss only for sometimes until one comes across what that death brings forth. Kusee was shocked by the death of his wife Kuyee, but he later on realized that her death of his wife caused to lead a unique way of life in the Arba Minch desert where he realized Praduheta existed and his wife’s shadow-body has lived along with him. Kusee learned that her death caused him to love her for ever which he might have not done otherwise. For postmodernists, everything is good or bad or right or wrong only provisionally for which the above points could be considered as good indications. Indeed, if approached rationally the points may not make sense. And that is the point where the traditional philosophers and postmodernists disintegrate ideologically. For postmodernists irrationality is important not in a sense of foolishness as Wakchaur (2012) puts it the following.

The conflict between rationality and irrationality is a distinguishing feature of postmodernity. Postmodernism’s irrationality should not be understood as foolishness, on the contrary it must be taken as a powerful onslaught on elite mentality of modernity. Postmodernism safeguards the interest of micro-politics, local identity and deconstructs the hegemony of established ideologies which exploit marginal groups (6).

Wakchaur suggests that we do not mean silliness by irrationality in postmodernism. Irrationality is meant to challenge the supposedly best mentality of the few elites thereby to maintain the marginalized groups’ thoughts. Local and the supposedly ordinary thoughts are prioritized than the well known international or national thoughts or beliefs. And it is that what O’Tam’s Elan Filega/Ye’azo Collej tries to show us from my analysis of fabulation and magic realism. In the next subtopic we shall have a look at the deployment of another feature of postmodernist literature known as postmodern allegory.

Postmodern allegory

Another characteristic feature of postmodernism that is employed in the novel is allegory. Allegory in postmodernist literature is understood as symbolic search for meaning rather than understanding it as a genre or simplistic didactic mode of representation which was the case in modern literature (Pokrivčak, 2006). In allegorical search for meaning in life the current novel brought to light Elan Filega via Kusee’s search for Ela. Ela is the traditional beliefs of the Konso people. The people used to define themselves in the environment via those traditional beliefs. Ela is said to speak with the people in dreams. It hates people doing bad things and can reveal itself through dogs or cats as the next extract briefly illustrates: “…

“Hatred and disagreement lie and betrayal, hostility and gossip, shouting and unrest, laziness …especially laziness! (30) Ela never tolerated all those. But Ela has lived in the traditions and beliefs of the people and these traditions or dreams have been corrupted by traditions that are not ours and that caused ela disappear. As the extract below describes, different countries have traditions, beliefs or dreams of their own that lead a unique way of life in the Arba Minch brings forth. Kusee was shocked by the death of his wife Kuyee, but he later on realized that her death of his wife caused to lead a unique way of life in the Arba Minch desert where he realized Praduheta existed and his wife’s shadow-body has lived along with him. Kusee learned that her death caused him to love her for ever which he might have not done otherwise. For postmodernists, everything is good or bad or right or wrong only provisionally for which the above points could be considered as good indications. Indeed, if approached rationally the points may not make sense. And that is the point where the traditional philosophers and postmodernists disintegrate ideologically. For postmodernists irrationality is important not in a sense of foolishness as Wakchaur (2012) puts it the following.

The conflict between rationality and irrationality is a distinguishing feature of postmodernism. Postmodernism’s irrationality should not be understood as foolishness, on the contrary it must be taken as a powerful onslaught on elite mentality of modernity. Postmodernism safeguards the interest of micro-politics, local identity and deconstructs the hegemony of established ideologies which exploit marginal groups (6).

Wakchaur suggests that we do not mean silliness by irrationality in postmodernism. Irrationality is meant to challenge the supposedly best mentality of the few elites thereby to maintain the marginalized groups’ thoughts. Local and the supposedly ordinary thoughts are prioritized than the well known international or national thoughts or beliefs. And it is that what O’Tam’s Elan Filega/Ye’azo Collej tries to show us from my analysis of fabulation and magic realism. In the next subtopic we shall have a look at the deployment of another feature of postmodernist literature known as postmodern allegory.
Who let us forget it? I say, it is we ourselves! We allowed others to write our history instead of writing it by ourselves. We worshiped the identity that is created for us by the others more than a god. So, who receives the blame? Who are they that write down on us about the spiritless democracy? Who are they that took away our birana (ancient book of Ethiopians that is made of sheep or goatskin), who washed our color and preach us about a sanctum on the air? Who are they that advance with their fuel, with their nuclear and tell us about firing our trees forever? (OTam, 2012:224)

Further, the death of ela is as a result of Christianization, modernization, as the next extract briefly describes.

The culture of Konso is from hearing, farming the soil and digging up the stone. The culture of Konso is from respecting the spirit of the Konso elders; it is from thanking the land, the sky and Moha(God). What is the need of writing for Konso?

To be like those priests? To sit in a blank home and spend your days, burn incense and disarraying paper? Also to be like those who don’t dig up a single stone but pass their days putting on trouser, wearing-- in –white and drinking coffee? To be like the Christians?

Kusee has spent much of his time on searching Ela (the spirit in the traditional beliefs and traditions of the Konso. The cultures, customs and traditions of the Konso were where ela believed to reside. As those cultures, customs and traditions started to degrade as a result of the foreign way like the people have adapted, ela disappeared. For instance, the traditional way of judgments and the elders that they are in charge of the judgments lost dignity as a result of the importation of democracy; the traditional
Playfulness

Playfulness in postmodern literature is often related with the insertion of silly word play and hilarious scenarios while dealing with issues that are relatively serious. In Elan Filega/Ye’azo collej we come across such good humor in many places out of which the following are examples for the application of playfulness as the next extract describes it relatively at length.

"What I remember is his donkey" said Baricho. ‘Ha-ha! How are you doing Lino’s donkey? Is he unmemorable? Having carried the stone of Kulfo, he used to fart on us for the whole day and when he was let free, everybody at the market shouted, ‘Lino’s donkey is released!… Lino’s donkey is released!… You are finished!’ from corner to corner. The market appeared just like a barnyard being visited by a hyena! Having drawn out his penis up to his snout, the donkey neighed hah!hah!.. after the female donkeys that came carrying potato from the highland as if he had no the female ones at his home just like man does. While running at the market, he bit the necks and heads of those he found on the way. Oh! How many might have been bitten by him! We then used to follow him….Do you think that we feared being bitten? Ho! The coin that we found from the market on the day that followed his riot! Truly, we asked about the rain or the cattle, and returned into it (O’Tam, 2012:130).

We also come across a similar humorous situation when Kusee and his friends remind one another their recollections about the donkey of mister Lino. In this case, the donkey’s farting at the mass marketers, biting their heads and necks, the imagery of the market trouble by the donkey all appear typical instances of playfulness as the next extract describes it relatively at length.

“Did you collect stone for Mr. Lino?” You say his words of affront. ‘Ah! Definitely! Being the son of the market township who is there that did not collect stone for Lino, that had not been said papancolo!, Who had not taken in his donkey’s fart? O, Mister Lino! How many might be there who have been farted on by him? Now, they say, he went to his country to die. But isn’t man’s nature surprising? He lives in your country for life long and wants to be buried in his own country. What is the problem if you would be buried in the soil you ate out of and lived in? ‘Isn’t that worse in Habesha’ said Baricho…. Had he taken that car of his, too, along him? O! That car! It carried all that stone and thudded doch…. doch…..doch…..like a half-filled coda (container for liquid, especially liquor) and kept going till its driver got down and greeted people, asked about the rain or the cattle, and returned into it (O’Tam, 2012:130).

Another important point where we notice the employment of playfulness in the novel is when the main character Kusee is being asked by his colleagues to teach them about trick. As the nextextract reveals, we come to be acquainted with a humorous scenario which is noticeable in the issues like teaching about the trick, opening devil farm, so forth.
trying to swallow us. The time became worst, the crocodile became worst, and the fish became worst! (O'Tam, 2012:133).

Let me take my discussion further on playfulness with mentioning a character whose name is qitta shuffer or driver qita (one type of Ethiopians’ bread) and can be a further example for the employment of playfulness in the novel.

Lastly, the story of the man who became mad from signature can be a good example where Playfulness has been employed. As the next extract illustrates, the mad man begs signature of people on the road and becomes irritated whenever not signed on his paper. If one refuses to sign with that unmarkable pen, he never goes down and escaped and returned to the lake where he grew baking qitta and became a shooter. (teji drinkers of every house ask him, ‘Being raised up baking qitta, how could you become a shooter?’) He, too, gives subtle analysis on the similarities and differences that exist between being a qitta baker and a marksman (O'Tam, 2012:152-153).

“He remembered the madened by signature. He was a mad man who was never missed on the Arba Minch streets every day. Having held a sort of small piece of paper and pen at every instance whenever a car stops, people come around, he comes running and opens his paper and says ‘sign for me’. If one refuses to sign with that unmarkable pen, he never goes away. They call him ‘the mad from signature’. They are right. At the instance when it is not signed for him, he becomes really crazy (O'Tam, 2012:122).
This and the points discussed above are considered as features of playfulness as the language use is either slang or humorous, the subject matter is unpopular which might have been considered as inappropriate for modernist literatures that embrace serious subject matter and very selective use of language, usually lofty, among others. Finally, the inclusion of issues like the fartings of Lino’s donkey, driver qitta, Lino’s old car that kept going until Lino got down, talked to people and returned into it etc. could be taken as an indication for the appreciation of the breakdown between high and low forms of expression, playfulness, and even irreverent forms by postmodernists.

Fragmentation

Fragmentation refers here to a break up or incoherency in the narrative development of a fictional work. In Elan Filega/Ye’azo Collej fragmentation has been employed in several ways out of which the study has presented the proceeding ones. Firstly, the very title of the novel which is Elan Filega/Ye’azo Collej has a considerable degree of challenging the oneness or harmony of the story. From that, for example, one can read the novel as ‘Elan Filega’ or a search for ela without making any connection to the rest portion of the text which is ‘Ye’azo Collej’ or ‘Crocodile College’. Secondly, even within the two main categories, we cannot come across a linear flow of stories; instead, the narratives within the two categories are further partitioned in to subcategories like (እንዯሚመጣዉ ያስ ከ ከ ከ ከ ከ ከ ‘The First Valley’ p.1), (እንዯሚመጣዉ ያስ ‘The Second Valley’ p.21), (እንዯሚመጣዉ ያስ ‘The Third Valley’ p.60), (እንዯሚመጣዉ ያስ ‘The Fourth Valley’ p.120), (እንዯሚመጣዉ ያስ ‘The Fifth Valley’ p.120), (እንዯሚመጣዉ ያስ ‘The Sixth Valley’ p.141), (እንዯሚመጣዉ ያስ ‘The Seventh Valley’ p.185) and (እንዯሚመጣዉ ያስ ‘The Last Day’ p.237). Even if one may assume from the numbers first, second…etc. that the narrative is flowing in, in its sequential order, the narratives however remain baffling without giving us a clear transition from one Valley to the other.

The story takes us here and there without giving a comprehensible linkage amongst the subcategories or the different valleys. Let us, for instance, see the break or fragmentation within the fourth and third valleys. In the third valley, the story was finished when Kusee was being told by the spirit that he assumed the spirit of the killer of his wife, that Kusee furtively liked the death of his wife and even thanked the killer since it was her death that caused Kusee to join Arba Minch desert and came to led a new way of life which he wouldnot have been otherwise where he became able to speak to the jungle and where he realized that communication was possible with that natural environment as the following extract briefly illustrates.

“Let me thank for you; thanks to the hand of her killer! Let you answer to this for me: would you kill her? If you knew in advance the flavor of fishery, if you knew that in your life it would be possible to talk to the fishes, the forest, the mountain; and that it would be also possible to fall in love with the wind, if you knew that before and if you came to realize that her existence would prevent you doing that, would you yourself kill her?”

Thenceforth, Kusee started singing “ምር የር ከሆ እ!!! እእእእ…ውን!!! ‘Wona wona loomme haayaa (chorus of one of the traditional songs of Gamo played during ecstasy) uh-uhuhuhuh! Leave me alone! implying that he has confirmed what the spirit had been telling to him. But in the beginning of the ‘fourth valley’, we come across Kusee being awakened by the morning wind which has no connection with the ‘third valley’ or the rest earlier valleys in the novel.

“Warmth wind of the morning awakened him. It came not from a distant. There is a flavor of the haleko (a tree with edible leaves) flower in it. There is also an aroma of rotten plants in it that comes out of the fillas around the lake. There is also the song and whispering of the insects and birds of the island.”

In the progress of the narrative we do not find either an assertion or denunciation of the story that was being told at the end of the third valley. It simply suspends there and gives us a chance of interpreting or concluding in a way it makes sense for us. And this feature of the story is common throughout the text and can well be considered as the disjunction or fragmentation nature of the text. The fagementation were effectively applied in the novel by the insertion of dreams being overlapped with reality, which was discussed earlier under the concept fabulation.

Conclusion

The current study showed that the chief feature of postmodernism used in Elan Filega/Ye’a zo Collej is
fabulation which is evidenced in the novel through the main character’s attempt to destroy the crocodile ranch. Kusee, successfully accomplished his mission of destroying the crocodile ranch for the welfare of the environment. After he bombed the crocodile ranch, he himself got bombed jointly and woke into the new stage of life in the paraduheta (under world) where he found everything similar to the world he had been in. At the end he realized that he was partly unconscious and living another extension of life in his dreams. The book in view of that suggests that dream is reality, and what we call reality is just a dream; the whole life we have been living could be a dream, and we one day might be wakened to a different state of being.

The current study has also shown that intertextuality is another important feature of postmodernism employed in the novel. This was portrayed via Kusee’s recontextualizations of his failure with the failure the python had undergone in the Konso people’s folktale, and via the novels reference to many other folklores, scriptures and popular literary pieces.

Further, radical plurality which is meant here distrust to a unifying concept of truth or moral stand appeared to be another feature of postmodernism. That is evident in the Kusee’s provisional views towards the death of his wife. He was initially shocked and frustrated by the death of his wife to the extent that he murdered the one that had killed his wife, left his community, and made a living in the Arba Minch desert. But later he found to be comfortable with the killing of his wife to the extent that he thanked the killer! as that occurrence caused him to leave his village and lead a different way of life. This seemed to assert that whether an incident is good or bad it has to be considered not as a loss but simply part of the play.

Similarly, the reinvention of ela, which was previously killed as a result of several factors which were alien to the culture and traditions of the community, by the major character Kusee in the Sermle River and its surroundings, is one more example for the employment of radical plurality in the novel. Radical plurality occurs here because the search for the traditional beliefs of the Konso (Ela) by Kusee is unsuccessful as traditional beliefs of the Konso had been replaced by ways of thinking, belief, values, and attitudes that are alien to the community. And as an alternative, Kusee discovers the spirits of the wild in the Sermle River in which he finds ela still alive out there, but only in a different form.

Postmodern allegory and playfulness are other substantial features of postmodernism employed. In an allegorical search for meaning in life, the current novel brought to light Elan Filega (Amharic for ‘a search for ela’) via Kusee’s hunt for Ela. Playfulness in postmodern literature is often related with the insertion of silly word play and hilarious scenarios while dealing with issues that are relatively serious. In Elan Filega/Ye’azo collej there are many humorous situations and language usage.

Finally, the finding of this study showed that fragmentation is among the prevailing features of postmodernism in the novel. Fragmentation is understood here as a break up or incoherency in the narrative development of a fictional work. The very title of the novel which is Elan Filega/Ye’azo Collej has a considerable degree of challenging the oneness or harmony of the story one can read the novel as ‘Ela Filega’ without making any connection to the rest portion of the text which is ‘Ye’azo Collej’. Even within the two main categories, we cannot come across a linear flow of stories; instead, the narratives within the two categories are further partitioned into mini narratives. And such is among the salient features in the establishment of postmodern literature.
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